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By Margaret Sheard .....

It seems like a lifetime since we
had been to our favourite local
restaurant Rafters in Ozankoy since
it closed and over the past weeks,
Chris has been out walking from
our home since his operation, first
with a walking frame and then
crutches, and has been calling into
Royal Rafters and chatting with
Chacha Pancholi and his family as
they were making a wonderful
refurbishment of this restaurant in
its delightful location.

The good news is that they are now
open and we called by today and
had a cool drink in the garden and
chatted with Jazz, Chacha's
daughter, and are looking forward
to having our first Sunday Lunch
there since Covid -19 arrived and

Ministry of Health - COVID-19 - Update

Royal Rafters Restaurant, Ozankoy open under new management
no doubt will be telling our readers
more very soon.

To make a table reservation call
0533 849 7512
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Cyprus, 2 Wrongs do make a Right, it would seem!
By Chris Elliott....

Predictably the UK Foreign,
Commonwealth & Development
Office sat on its hands before
rejecting the latest Petition
requesting direct flights to the
TRNC after 12,134 signatures.
This is not the first rejection so
why allow it to run as far as it did
or why was it not allowed to run
until the closure date before
making a rejection statement as
shown below.

The last petition to the UK
government asking for direct
flights to North Cyprus received
12,893 signatures and was
rejected on 21st September 2020
by statement and formally closed
on 21st January 2021.

For those that signed the petition
and requested an update, they
received an email saying:

" The UK Government has no
plans to authorise direct flights
between the UK and the north of
Cyprus. Direct flights would
breach obligations under
international law"

"TheUK Government has no plans
to authorise direct flights between
the UK and the north of Cyprus.
In accordance with the rest of the
international community with the
sole exception of Turkey, the UK
does not recognise the self-
declared ‘Turkish Republic of
Northern Cyprus’ as an
independent state. The United
Kingdom recognises the Republic
of Cyprus as the sovereign
authority for the island of Cyprus.
As a result, the UK Government
cannot negotiate an Air Services
Agreement with the administration
in the north of Cyprus."

Remember at the time of the
British Government of the day,
which observed the ethnic
cleansing attempt by Greek
Cypriots of Turkish Cypriots in
December 1963, and of the Greek
Cypriot actions in early 1964 with
the Cyprus Akritis plan that forced
the Turkish Cypriots out of the
Cyprus Government and its
people into ghettos, making them
stateless. Following this, the UK
Government then recognised the
so called Republic of Cyprus and
this also created an unrecognised
stateless group of Turkish
Cypriots on the island of Cyprus.

Having made this decision, the
Cyprob was born and developed
by the so called RoC, UK, UN and
EU which continues to deny
acceptance of Turkish Cypriots
and their human rights and self
determination to this very day.

" The Republic of Cyprus has not
designated any airport in the
northern part of Cyprus with the
International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO); as such, no
airports in that part of Cyprus are
listed by ICAO as open for
international traffic.

The UK High Court also ruled in
2009 (Kibris Türk Hava Yollari v
Secretary of State for Transport)
that allowing direct flights to
Ercan airport in the north of
Cyprus would breach our
international legal obligations.
This is because it would fail to
respect the Republic of Cyprus’
rights under the 1944 Chicago
Convention on International Civil
Aviation, including to choose
which airports to designate as
customs airports. This ruling was
endorsed by the Court of Appeal
in 2010.

In light of the above, it would be
unlawful for the Government to
authorise direct flights to the
northern part of Cyprus.

Foreign, Commonwealth and
Development Office”

Now the UK Government
statement has been proved to be
wrong by so many facts and
statements made in the public
domain in recent months including
in the lead up to the failed 5+UN
informal meeting and for them to
continue their support of
embargoes on the Turkish Cypriots
and the TRNC is shameful.

The key to getting more signatures
on any future petitions can be
found in the last UK GOV petition
where there is a click link that
shows a map which by MP
constituency shows the number of
signatures made click here. What
we see of this last petition is that
the area around London produced
the largest number of signatures.

The UK is a huge area where many
UK citizens can be lobbied to sign
this petition in many more
constituencies.

How can this be done, well perhaps
the answer is through social media
pages and for example if on
Facebook you do a search for
towns like Manchester, Sheffield
etc etc. combined with for Sale or
Buy and Sell many Facebook pages
can be found where it may be
possible to place the petition appeal
along with news of a great holiday
location and that could be a good
buy!

There will be those who would say
I am promoting spam postings but
after 50 plus years perhaps now is
the time to use all means to achieve
justice and equality for the Turkish
Cypriots.

Think outside the box and be
creative to share this message
and Who Dares Wins will ensure
many more signatures from UK
citizens on the next petition.
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Tatar: “All border crossing gates reopen on Friday 4th June 2021”
President Ersin Tatar announced
that all border crossing gates will
be reopened on Friday 4th June
2021.

7 days valid PCR Negative test
results will be sufficient for
crossings from TRNC to South
Cyprus and from South Cyprus to
TRNC as of Friday. The
implementation will also be valid
for the third-country nationals.

According to the statement made
by the Presidency, Tatar noted that
as a result of their work since
March, they agreed with

Anastasiades to open all the
crossing points and stated that he
believed this development would
help both sides to overcome the
economic difficulties caused by
the pandemic.

Tatar stated that the pandemic
process and the developments on
the Greek Cypriot side was closely
followed and continuously
reported by the Contagious
Diseases High Committee, and that
the Covid-19 measures
implemented on both sides were
harmonised with respect to
crossings as a result of the work of

Reopening of the Cyprus border crossing points
Within the framework of the
Coronavirus measures, 9 crossing
points, some of which have been
completely closed for more than a
year and some of them have
limited crossings, are reopening
today (4th June 2021).

The 9 crossing points are as
follows:

“Ledra Palace, Beyarmudu, Akyar,
Metehan, Bostancı, Lokmacı,
Yeşilırmak, Derinya and Aplıç.”

According to the agreement made
by the leaders, the epidemiological
situation will be assessed on a bi-
weekly basis and then the
appropriate level to be applied at
the crossing points will be decided.
The levels to be applied are as
follows:

“Level 1 - Green:

No restrictions

Level 2 - Orange :

7-day negative Antigen test or PCR
test

Level 3 – Dark Red:

** General public: Closed
** Crossings for health reasons: 72
hr negative PCR test
** Crossing for work, education,
residence-related purposes: 7-day
negative Antigen or PCR test

The measures under Levels 1 and 2
will apply to all categories of
people including third country
nationals.

Under the current conditions, on
4th June 2021, Level 2 (Orange)
status will apply at all crossings.

Source : TRNC Public
Information Office

the bilateral Health Technical
Committee.

“I wish this development will be
beneficial to the Turkish Cypriot
and Greek Cypriot people, and
hope that the processes based on

mutual respect that will bring
prosperity and stability to both our
island and our region will
continue” Tatar added.

Source : TRNC Public
Information Office
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Tatar: RoC election results prove an agreement is not possible
Regarding the parliamentary election
held on the 30/5/21 on the Greek
Cypriot side, in which the far-right
“anti-Turkish” ELAM increased its
votes, President Ersin Tatar said, "I
see that these election results once
again confirm what we say that there
could no longer be an agreement on
the federal basis in Cyprus,”

President Tatar made evaluations to a
Anadolu News Agency correspondent
regarding the parliamentary elections
and said “Nationalist extremism was
on the rise in the south, while left
wing AKEL, which supports a federal

solution, has retreated, a negative
development as regards a just, lasting,
and viable agreement. The most
frightening thing is that ELAM gets
its votes from the youth. The reason
for this was the fact that the education
system in the Greek Cypriot
administration included extremist
nationalism, Greek admiration, the
view that Cyprus is a Greek island,
and admiration of the terrorist
organisation EOKA”.

Source: TRNC Public Information
Office

Tourism and Environment Minister
Fikri Ataoğlu stated that they
requested a positive response from the
authorities of the Motherland
Republic of Turkey for the removal of

the PCR requirement for both the
citizens of the Republic of Turkey and
the citizens of other countries when
they enter the Republic of Turkey,
after the TRNC visits.

PCR tests on return flights to Turkey from TRNC to cease soon
Minister Ataoğlu stated that their
request was welcomed by the officials
of the Republic of Turkey and that the
decision will be announced in the
future.

Tourism and Environment Minister
Fikri Ataoğlu stated that TRNC,
which is in the category of a safe
Island, will be more advantageous in
terms of preference criteria by both
citizens of Turkey and citizens of
other countries, and this will

contribute to the tourism of the
country.

The Minister said that people from
other countries who decide on Turkey
for their holidays, who also wish to
spend some of their time in the
TRNC, would benefit with the
removal of the PCR test requirement
applied to the Republic of Turkey
when returning from the TRNC.

Source (Turkish): Ministry of
Tourism and Environment

Turkey’s National Security Council
held a meeting on 2nd June and a
decision regarding Cyprus was
included in the council statement
published following the meeting.

In Article 3 of the council statement,
it was noted that Turkey will
resolutely support the sovereign,
equal, and independent two-state
solution approach to ensure the final
settlement of the Cyprus issue. It was
also pointed out in the statement that
Turkey will continue to take all kinds
of measures to protect the rights and
interests of the Turkish Cypriot
people.

"It is necessary to stay away from
provocations, unlawful actions, and
aggressive rhetoric that disregard
Turkey's rights and interests in order
to maintain peace and security in the
region through mutual dialogue
within the framework of international
law and good neighbourly relations in
the Aegean and the Mediterranean,
and to make progress towards
resolving the issues," the National
Security Council stressed in the
statement.

Source : TRNC Public Information
Office

Turkey support sovereign, equal, independent two-state solution
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President Tatar sent a letter to UNSG Antonio Guterres
TRNC President Ersin Tatar made
evaluations by writing a letter to
the UN Secretary General Antonio
Guterres following the 5+UN
informal meeting held in Geneva.

Expressing the proposals and the
new vision of the Turkish Cypriot
side, Tatar called on the UN and
the Greek Cypriot side to regard
the proposals submitted with an
“open-mind."

President Tatar reiterated his
proposal for acceptance of the
inherent sovereign equality and
equal international status of the
two sides both at the negotiation

table and outside to establish equal
conditions.

Stating that he believes that if the
proposals presented by the Turkish
Cypriot side are approached in an
open-minded and positive way, a
just and sustainable settlement in
the Island that will be in the
interest of all parties, can be
reached, Tatar added that they are
ready to work constructively with
the UN in this direction.

Tatar thanked the UN Secretary
General for the fair and balanced
manner he showed in the 5+UN
informal meeting held in Geneva

In an interview with the Greek
newspaper "To Vima", Turkish
Foreign Minister Mevlüt
Çavuşoğlu underlined that "Oruç
Reis" carries out its activities in
locations within the Turkish
continental shelf, adding that they
are determined to protect the rights
of both Turkey and Turkish
Cypriots in the face of the
unilateral and maximalist claims of
Greece and Greek Cypriots.

Çavuşoğlu stressed that their calls
for dialogue to alleviate the tense
situation in the Eastern
Mediterranean, were ignored by
Greece.

Referring to the Cyprus issue,
Çavuşoğlu said, "The vision of
the Turkish side is to establish a
cooperation relationship between
the two states on the Island on the
basis of sovereign equality and
equal international status. We
should all learn from the failures
of the past. Persisting in the old
UN Security Council resolutions
can only create a vicious circle.
Therefore, we need to follow a
new way forward with a realistic,
constructive and open minded
approach”.

Source : TRNC Public
Information Office

Tourism and Environment
Minister Fikri Ataoğlu made a
statement regarding the
cancellation of the concert which
was planned to be held at St.
Hilarion Castle and said: "This
event, which had been organised
with the selfless work of young
people beyond politics in order to
increase the tourism potential of
North Cyprus, was blocked by the
outdated mindset of the Greek
Cypriot side."

In the written statement made by
the Ministry, Minister Ataoğlu
said, “The work of our young

people, who are the future of our
country, in their modern and
visionary minds, has been blocked
by minds that do not wish to share
human values.

This disappointment, which is
inflicted on our young people,
does not lead to anything other
than permanence of the wall
which has been built by the Greek
Cypriots for years between the
two sides in Cyprus”.

Source : TRNC Public
Information Office

Çavuşoğlu : Turkish vision

and stated that he agrees with the
UNSG’s statement to the effect
that the history cannot be rewritten
but, with political will and
courage, a better future for the

children and future generations can
be created.

Source : TRNC Public
Information Office

St Hilarion concert cancelled
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Remembering Robin Gibb and the Bee Gees

By Ahmet Abdulaziz....

20th May was the 9th anniversary of
the death of Robin Gibb, one of the
three brothers who rocked the music
world during the 1960s and 1970s,
with their musical hits like "Staying
Alive", "Tragedy", "Night Fever", etc.

Yes, I am talking about the "BEE
GEES". Robin Gibb is one of the
three brothers' musical group, which
rocked the music world, and created
unforgettable songs, which are still
very popular the world over. Though
both Robin and Maurice are no more,
Barry, the eldest of the three is still
attached to the world of music, one
way or another.

The three started off their musical
career, very early. Robin found
himself performing first time in a TV
show, along with his twin brother
Maurice and elder brother Barry, at
the age of ten, the date was 12th
August 1960. Since then, there was no
looking back for these youngsters.
They kept on moving ahead, writing
more and more songs, creating
wonderful music and singing in a way
that made them an unforgettable
group in musical history.

The fact is that Robin was initially the
lead singer of the group. Yet, with the
passage of time, Barry (the elder
brother) had taken the frontlist in most
of the succeeding hits. However,
looking at his musical career, we find
some very wonderful songs by Robin,
which added much value to the group.
For example, "Massachusetts" or "I
started a joke", by Robin are just such
trademark songs of Bee Gees, as
"Tragedy", "Staying Alive", "Grease".

Paul Gambaccini, a music historian,
has been quoted as describing Robin
as "one of the best white soul voices
ever".

Robin was having a Reedy Tenor,
which was natural vibrato. So usually
he was putting his hand on his ear, to
improve the quality of his voice.
Apart from his gifted voice, he could
play a number of musical instruments.
In the Bee Gees album "Odessa" he
played piano. In his debut solo album
"Robin's Reign" he played acoustic
guitar and organ.

Like most of other musical groups,
the Bee Gees also went through
difficult periods. On 19th March
1969, Robin decided to leave the
group. He carried out his solo career,

which was as successful as that he had
along with his brothers. However,
after more than a year, he decided to
reunite with his fraternal twin brother
Maurice. Together, the two recorded a
number of beautiful songs. Barry, the
eldest, also joined back with them
after a little more time, and the Bee
Gees got an extension in the music
world. However, the fact is that Robin
and Barry failed to sort out their
personal differences, though they
continued as a musical group.

The two brothers were not on
speaking terms, which were so
strained that Robin had never told his
brother about the cancer which took
his life on 20th May 2012.

Robin was a very humble person, he
remained involved in social projects.
He remained president of UK based
Heritage Foundation, from 2008 to
2011. His last stage performance was
in February 2012, about three months
before his death, where he had
performed at a charity concert to
support injured British Servicemen.

Robin Gibb died at the age of 62 on
20th May 2012, from Liver and
Kidney failure due to Colorectal
cancer.

Here I remember him with my
favourite song "I started a Joke".

https://youtu.be/bLy8AkDBSA8

https://youtu.be/bLy8AkDBSA8
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This handsome boy is Findley. He was dumped at the centre last
year and was so frightened, poor little chap. We think he must have
belonged to someone as he was in good condition when we found
him. But obviously that owner decided they didn't want him any
more so they just callously left him - all alone and scared by the
centre dogs barking at him. Findley is now much more confident and
now looking for his forever home. He is about 15 months old,
neutered, microchipped and vaccinated.

If you would like to meet Findley, please come up to the rescue
centre to meet him - we are open every day between 9am and 1pm.

June 1st to June 7th is a special week -- it is Volunteers
Week.

What an amazing group of Volunteers we have who all
help KAR be able to help the animals here in the TRNC.

Whether it is helping out at the center, in one of our retail
shops or stalls,, emptying collection boxes, selling items on
behalf of KAR, supporting our social media sites, helping
in the office, sitting as a committee member and
chairperson, catching cats or helping in the neutering
clinic, holding events on behalf of KAR and all of the
many others who help, in various ways, behind the scenes
... THANK YOU. For everything that you do to help - it is
VERY much appreciated. Each volunteer that is part of
Team KAR makes a difference every day every week.

Without you life would be so very different for so many
cats and dogs.

Hats off to Team KAR Volunteers.

This gorgeous girl is Pippi.

She came to the centre along with her Mum & 3 siblings and is now about two and
a half years old. Her Mum and 2 of her siblings were very lucky and found their
forever homes but poor Pippi and her sister Pixie are still waiting. She gets on well
with other dogs, she lives with her very best friend Shelby and as you can see, she
loves a cuddle!

If you think Pippi is the dog for you, then please come to the centre and meet her
- we are open every day between 9am and 1pm.
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Post by Jeremy Muncer - 2nd June

Daphne Update: Well look at this. Doesn't she look
fabulous. A huge thank you to Elaine and Kyrenia Animal
Rescue, who have put so much time and effort into helping
Daphne. You are all stars.

Lots of owners have concerns about their pets transit time at Istanbul and Debbie was no exception.
Her 3 dogs were travelling as cargo, with Turkish Airlines to Ercan from Kuwait. Due to the restricted numbers of flights their transit time was
quite considerable (at 20.5 hours) - however during that time the 3 stayed with the Special Cargo Dept (visited, inspected and reported on by KAR
Pet Travel representatives a while ago - pre pandemic!!) in an air controlled environment with specialist staff in attendance. The facility also has a
vet on call 24/7 in the event of any health concerns.
Debbie was waiting anxiously for them at home - it had been some time since she had to leave them behind in Kuwait and she was really looking
forward to having them home with her.
When they arrived at Ercan - they were all in fine spirits and were very interested in everything that was going on around them.
As you can see, after they had been delivered home, it didn't take them long to settle in with Debbie! - the photos were taken on their day of arrival.
Happy Days Rocco, Sadie and Yeti - welcome to the TRNC .

Post by Jeremy Muncer - 2nd June

Boris Update: This is an Elaine and Kyrenia Animal Rescue applaud
day. You have seen what this wonderful charity has done for Daphne,
now see what they have achieved with Boris. A huge thank you.
Magnificent. Rock on Boris.
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ATA have a fine dining lunch at the Eagle's Nest, Küçük Erenköy
Where better on a hot sunny day
to spend a lunch hour with friends
than at a cliff top fine dining
restaurant with a gentle breeze and
panoramic sea views.

On Friday 28th May, the Anglo
Turkish Association of Northern
Cyprus continued its monthly
social lunch programme when 31
members and guests enjoyed a
specially prepared menu at the
Eagle’s Nest Restaurant, Küçük
Erenköy.

Organised by member Nicky
Montgomery, who presented
everyone with a fine dining
experience they will remember for
a long time said “I wanted to give
our members something different”
adding that the taster menu she
and Eagle’s Nest owner Mike
Whitehouse had put together was
certainly that.

Chairman Philip Lloyd said,
“Our activities; be they an Event
or Social Lunch are open to non-

members as well as members and it
was pleasing today to see so many
non-members joining us for a
wonderful lunch. Today’s lunch
enabled everyone present to meet
old friends as well as make new
ones, highlighting the friendliness
our association is famed for”.

He further said, “Knowing l was at
the lunch, during it l received a
video call from a friend in Sweden
which was passed from person to
person so they could say hello to
them and show how much everyone
was enjoying themselves. Which
emphasises one of our associations
aims – bringing people together!”

More information on the Anglo
Turkish Association of Northern
Cyprus can be found on their
website:
www.angloturkishassociation.com

or Facebook Group, or Facebook
Page or in person at one of their
weekly Member Clinics (details on
website & social media)

ATA lunch organiser Nicky
Montgomery with ATA
Chairman Philip Lloyd

ATA Chairman Philip Lloyd
with well known local citizen

Willy Lindh
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Exhibition by Ceramists Association at Ismet Güney Art Centre

By Heidi Trautmann
www.heiditrautmann.com

“Kusurlu Güzelliğe Övgü / Tribute
to Imperfect Beauty” - 31 May –
04 June, 2021

To get back to the arts after so
many months of isolation, to meet
with art friends, was a deep
pleasure in itself and it was the
12th member exhibition by the
Ceramists Association I have been
following for many years. I have
hardly missed one of their
exhibitions. Below are links to the
past history to tell you about the
beginnings…

On my website –
www.heiditrautmann.com under
the category Cyprus Art News :

No. 24: - Workshop of the North
Cypriot Ceramists Association –
Review : 4/6/2009.

No. 478: Interview: Semral Öztan

– President of the Cyprus Turkish
Ceramists’ Association 3/25/2013.

No. 791: - Exhibition by the
Ceramists Association at the
AKM - KIMLIK/IDENTITY ....
6/18/2015.

Last night, on 31 May 2021, at the
Ismet Güney Art Centre in
Nicosia, it rather looked like the
Night of the Association of Masks,
but it did not disturb the happy
mood of the big crowd of artists
and art lovers. The interest in this
year’s exhibition was great, its
opening had been postponed
several times due to the pandemic,
hopefully it is the beginning of a
fresh start for the art scene in
general.

Semral Öztan, the President of the
Association, and Jale Refik
Rogers, Member of Parliament,
were opening the exhibition with
words of encouragement. The
situation for artists is very difficult
in these hard times. You could see
it from the titles the artists have
given their work, for example…
Corona, Memories, Complicated
Lives, Depth of Life, Trauma,
Sadness, Courage and Integrity,
Balance, Meditation, etc. …

Feelings expressed with the
medium clay in different
techniques. Very good works.

The participating 16 artists with
altogether 46 artworks are:

Semral Öztan, Hasan Eminağa,
Mine Korudağ, Özge Yücesoy,
Eser Keçeci, Mümine Özdemirağ
Yağli, Bedia Kale, Hasan Saydam,
Hayal Dimililer, Özge Refik
Kutsay, Sinem Saydam, Nergül
Gezer Dündar, Özlem Kul
Durmaz, Ahmet Kahveci, Yener
Doğan, Özlem Kul Durmaz.

The Ismet Güney Art Centre is a
wonderful place for exhibitions of

this sort as it offers ample room
not only on its beautiful walls of
the two wide halls but also for
stands to position the ceramic
objects on, so the guests could
freely move around them.

The exhibition will be open only
until 04 June, very short, but I
hope that many people, especially
young people, can come and get an
idea how beautiful this art
discipline is and that there are no
limits to imagination and visions.
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Poets Corner

Poem by Nick Vye - Sanctuary

BIRD SONGS
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CyprusScene - Podcasts
CyprusScene Podcast:

CyprusScene reporting the thoughts of
TRNC President Ersin Tatar as he
confirmed all border crossings would re-
open on Friday 4th June 2021.

CyprusScene Podcast:

CyprusScene reporting the statement by
the Turkish Republic National Security
Council on its policy of a 2-State
solution for Northern Cyprus.

https://open.spotify.com/episode/6kpClITyncPmi6PEU6Lf1k

https://open.spotify.com/episode/4D3gPUUkcT3vvjlAIP5Sec

We have published 11 Podcasts this week. To see list of all published
CyprusScene Podcasts the link is :

https://open.spotify.com/show/6BWjqOeKieDhw0O3BxzMsj

CyprusScene Podcast:

CyprusScene review with the thoughts
of Ahmet Abdulaziz as he remembers
Robin Gibb of the Bee Gees.

https://open.spotify.com/episode/1kD4CAoznvDAUnKz0QYsrB

CyprusScene Podcast:

CyprusScene reporting the news of
Arkin University of Creative Arts and
Design (ARUCAD) starting field work
with the guidance of the Bilateral
Cultural Heritage Technical
Committee.

https://open.spotify.com/episode/06Nb1p22gQeqJv6eOt0QDB

https://open.spotify.com/episode/6kpClITyncPmi6PEU6Lf1k
https://open.spotify.com/episode/4D3gPUUkcT3vvjlAIP5Sec
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1kD4CAoznvDAUnKz0QYsrB
https://open.spotify.com/episode/06Nb1p22gQeqJv6eOt0QDB
https://open.spotify.com/show/6BWjqOeKieDhw0O3BxzMsj
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Hope 4 Pets - News Update

ANIMALWELFARE

Post by Stephanie Harrison-Croft - 31st May
We are here again in support of our friends Altin Patiler and there are 2 x Poor Dogs who they rescued in dreadful states as you can see. Both are
undergoing veterinary treatments which are escalating and we would like to ask our members to help support them please.
Some costs are covered but to date the costs outstanding for both dogs with 3 weeks veterinary boarding are 5727 tl / £474 and every Turkish Lira,
Pound sterling will help!
Almost most importantly both these unfortunate beauties need homes too please!!
Please donate via any of our links given with reference as AP DUO and if anyone would be kind enough to give either a home please contact Deniz
Osman Cin, Yeliz Osman Cin directly.
They have no names and the first to donate for each dog has the prerogative to choose a name.
Thank you x
https://gf.me/u/yw5ybt
https://www.paypal.com/
http://www.easyfundraising.org.uk/causes/hope4petsnc/...
UK bank account. BACS using sort code: 20-11-81, acc no: 23445542 Hope 4 Pets North cyprus
TRNC bank account. UBAN CT22136094310313040000000581 KUZEY KIBRIS HAYVANLAR ICIN UMUT DERNEGI CREDITWEST
CATALKOY
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Hope 4 Pets - News Update
Post by Stephanie Harrison-Croft - 1st June
UPDATE on the puppies. One has gone missing and as we know are very vulnerable, they really need homes please but we can only hope that
someone like Nigel Seear has shown compassion and homed her.
Today the remaining 4 had their first vaccinations paid for by some our lovely members thank you to everyone who has donated or promised to donate
so far.
ELEXUS Puppies in the Turkish Republic of North Cyprus. Here and now!!
Still these 6 tiny puppies have no homes, no donations to support any
necessary veterinary treatments, no nothing. I truly despair.
Were it not for an anonymous gentleman and the unsung heroine Hamide, who are awsome and are feeding and looking out for them they would
almost unequivocally all be dead by now. Why I ask ??
This is all too much and more for these puppies and the animals in the TRNC.

UK bank account. BACS using sort code: 20-11-81, acc no: 23445542 Hope 4 Pets North cyprus
TRNC bank account. UBAN CT22136094310313040000000581 KUZEY KIBRIS HAYVANLAR ICIN UMUT DERNEGI CREDITWEST
CATALKOY

Homed with Nigel Heasman

This puppy has gone missing
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A great Susie's Fortunes Quiz at the Diiva Restaurant, Esentepe
Readers mail….
Susie Ford…. Quiz master....

It was a great night for Susie's
Fortunes Quiz event at Diiva
Restaurant on Monday 31st May
with a final which was between
The Shebells and the Esentepe
Gurus !!!

Big congratulations go to the
Esentepe Gurus for taking 1st
place and the overall results were
as follows:

1st Esentepe Gurus
2nd The Shebells
3rd The 3 Stooges

4th Cyprus Dolls
5th Drinking Buddies
6th Par 4s
7th Prawn Crackers and 2 Frogs
There was a great atmosphere with
lots of laughter had by all!

A big thank you to Ali Raza and his
team at Diiva for yummy food and
great service!

See you all next week on the 7th
June at 7.00pm

Keep safe.

Susie xxxx

Reader’s mail.....
From Sue Tilt.. Tulips/ Help
Those With Cancer
Association....

Hello,

A beautiful day brought out many
stallholders Joya Bar and Bistro
Restaurant, Kucuk Erenkoy which
is a super venue.

Thank you to everyone who came
and supported not just Tulips but
all the stallholders. Thank you also
to Sue and Neal Taylor, Ren
Brannigan and Evergreen
Developments for all their support
without which this market would
not take place.

The winner of the raffle for a 2
night stay for 2 people this time
was the lovely Rita Abdurraman,
with Phil Sandford picking up the
second prize of a meal for 2 at the
Joya Bar and Restaurant.

The fabulous sum of 5,325TL
raised for Tulips!

We look forward to seeing you at
the next market which will be
announced shortly.

Regards,

Sue Tilt
0542 854 8714
Tulips/ Help Those With Cancer
Association
(Kanser Hastalarina Yardim
Dernegi)

Joya Bar and Restaurant Market was a great success for Tulips
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Girne Municipality Youth Platform stakeholders gathered
A meeting was held with the
stakeholders of the project for the
Girne Municipality Youth
Platform, which will be established
by the Girne Municipality with the
slogan "Think young, add
momentum to life" with young
people aged between 15-21.

In the information given by Girne
Municipality, the following
participants came together to create
a road map - Girne Mayor Nidai
Güngördü, TRNC Prime Ministry
Youth Office, TRNC Prime
Ministry Anti-Drug Commission,
Girne Youth Development Center
(GIGEM), Young Informatics and
Innovation Association for the
project to be carried out with the
participation of young people born
in the city and across the country in
the years 2000 to 2006, the
President and representatives of
Summit Scouting Association,
Youth Center Association, Connect
to Life and Sports Association,
Summit Scouting Association,
Cyprus Turkish Youth Congress.

In a continuation of the meeting,
which was held with a wide
participation, it was decided to
create a program by holding an
opinion meeting with stakeholders
in the municipal council room on
Thursday, 3rd June 2021.

Making the opening speech of the
meeting, Girne Mayor Nidai
Güngördü pointed out the
importance of democracy and
participation in the European Charter
of Local Self-Government and
pointed out the importance of the
Girne Municipality Youth Platform
project with the contribution of
municipalities and institutions for the
development of a democratic culture.

Güngördü emphasised the
importance of active participation of
young people at this point, noting
that they will contribute to preparing
the youth and students to take over
the city and country administration in
the future.

Güngördü stated that Girne
Municipality attaches importance to
the city conventions and that this
platform is also a preparation for the
city assembly, and stated that he
believes that the sense of belonging
of the young people will develop
with the organisations and activities.
Güngördü said, "I care about this
platform to be carried out with the
youth and our stakeholders."

Institutions, organisations and
associations will contribute to the
projects to be prepared for young
people. With the program to be
created in the short, medium and

long term it was stated that the
registrations to the Girne
Municipality Youth Platform,
where the participation of the
young people is planned, continues
by organising various training,
activities and workshops. For
registration, applications can be

made on the link shown below.

For more information call, 0548
890 55 00.

Source (Turkish): Girne
Municipality

http://www.girnebelediyesi.com/genclik-platformu-kayit/

http://www.girnebelediyesi.com/genclik-platformu-kayit/
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Stop Press – Tickets still available for KADS shows
For those local readers looking for
good entertainment, we are
pleased to tell you that tickets are
still available for the Kyrenia
Amateur Dramatic Society shows.

KADS (Kyrenia Amateur
Dramatic Society) will be
performing a double bill at the
Black Olive Café, Alsancak on
Thursday 10th June, and Friday
11th June (Saturday 12 June 2021
now fully booked).

The performance will commence
at 6 pm with a meal break between
plays for a tabletop buffet.

Each evening will seat a maximum
of 40 guests and tickets are 100TL
per head. The event will be an

open air performance but hygiene,
mask and social distancing rules
will be in place.

Stop and Run: a contemporary
comedy drama, rich in family
jealousy with witty dialogue and a
twist.

The Villain of Glitter Gulch:
Melodrama at its most ham. Set in
the Golden Nugget Casino,
Colorado, during a blizzard in the
1890’s. A helpless heroine, a
goodie and a baddie with lots of
whip cracking and moustache
curling.

For bookings please call KADS
on 0533 848 5313.

By Margaret Sheard ....

Cleaning the oven has never been
a household chore I have relished
doing and especially with a low
level oven on which the door
opens downwards.

Some time ago I noticed a
comment on Facebook of a
company which would come and
clean your oven, but unfortunately
I couldn’t remember the name.
My oven was badly in need of a
clean but the thought of bending
down to clean it was out of the
question.

Lo and behold suddenly a post
arrived on Facebook of someone
who had used Urban Butler
Service and had their oven
cleaned. Thank goodness, now I
knew the name. I made contact
and an appointment was made.
Lisa and Aras came as arranged
and made a marvellous job of my

very dirty oven, so now it is
sparkling and I am very loathe to
use it again ..... if only.

Urban Butler Service carry out
many other services, as per the

leaflet below, which may be of
interest to other readers. Lisa
(English) 0533 886 0827 : Aras
(Turkish) 0533 827 4727 : Karin
0548 823 8631 – Care of the
Elderly.

Is cleaning the oven a favourite task?
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Walking the Dogs - 2nd June 2021
Readers Mail ....
from Carole King ....

Fabulous walking this morning.
Thank you so much, Penelope
Wilks, Debbie Fallows, Valerie
Maskell, Mike Bezzant, Adela
Warrington, Heather Gordon,
Oskar Pidun and Jo.

All wonderful people going the
extra mile for these dogs. All in
all 28 dogs walked this morning.

Blue, Timothy, Cleo, Dylan, Ben,
Susie, Ayse, Lofty, Mary, Elsa,

Kate, Beverley, Jessica, Archie,
James, Edward, Phillip, Layla,
Daisy, Bebe, Baby Girl, Mac,
Macy, Samba, Julyet, Covan,
Wolfie and Carlos all say a
massive woof woof for their walks
treats and cuddles.

Starting early at 08.00 makes it so
much easier for the dogs and us to
walk as it’s getting hotter.

If you would like to join our happy
band of walkers, please contact me
via my Facebook page shown
below.

https://www.facebook.com/carolewking
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Girne Municipality - International Children's Day activities
Information given by Girne
Municipality, stated that within the
scope of 1st June International
Children's Day, between 10:00 and
12:00 activities were held at
Sevim Ebeoğlu Peace Park,
Zeytinlik Children's Park and
Karşıyaka Children's Park where
free ice cream and balloons were
distributed by İleli Market and
Atakom Ltd and at Sevim Ebeoğlu
Peace Park there was
entertainment activities for
children, with various workshops,
competitions and musical games.

Children participating in the event
and their families shared their
thoughts on the event. Girne
Mayor Nidai Güngördü said that
the children will be the youth and
rulers of the future and the

children of the country and the
world celebrated the 1st June
International Children's Day.
Expressing that children are away
from their education, schools,
friends and social life due to the
pandemic, Güngördü stated that on
such a day, as the Municipality,
they wanted to bring children
together with their friends,
distribute gifts to them, and
entertain them with various
activities, taking into account the
pandemic conditions.

Güngördü thanked everyone who
contributed to the 1st June
International Children's Day
events, reminding that the children
will be the rulers of the world in
the future, children should be
raised as individuals who love

their country, homeland,
environment, animals and respect
their elders. Stating that the
country and the world will be
much more beautiful places to be
ruled by the children who are
raised in tolerance, love and peace,
Güngördü wished for a future
where all children will live under
equal conditions, in freedom and
peace, and grow up with tolerance.
Stating that the conditions are

much more severe in some
countries where the pandemic
continues, Güngördü stated that
Northern Cyprus is in a lucky
position compared to other
countries, and stated that these
difficult days will be overcome as
soon as possible.

Source (Turkish) Girne
Municipality
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ARUCAD Archaeology & Art History Department start field work
Arkin University of Creative Arts and
Design (ARUCAD) started field work
with the guidance of the Bilateral
Cultural Heritage Technical
Committee.

ARUCAD Archaeology and Art
History Department Head Prof. Dr.
Lâtife Sümmerer's Project is
supported by the UNDP (United
Nations Development Program) and
the Bilateral Cultural Heritage
Technical Committee under the
Presidency, which has been
supporting the protection of various
cultural heritage monuments in
Cyprus since 2008.

Panagia Kyras Conservation Project,
located in Karpaz-Sazlıköy / Livadia
will be conducted under the
presidency of ARUCAD faculty

member Archaeologist Prof. Dr.Lâtife
Sümmerer, with the funds provided.

Sümmerer, who specialises in ancient
Mediterranean and Near East studies,
co-edited the book New Studies on
Archaeology and Art History in
Cyprus, Northern Face of Cyprus.
Sümmerer, who also contributed to
the establishment of a library within
the Mediterranean Art, Culture and
Historical Heritage Research Center
in ARUCAD, continues to contribute
to the formation of bi-communal
archaeological working groups within
UNDP.

ARUCAD faculty member Prof. Dr.
Marko Kiessel is currently conducting
the "Aphendrika Research Project" in
Dipkarpaz with the support of the
Department of Antiquities and

Museums. Prof. Dr. Kiessel traces the
ancient city of Urania, which is
thought to date back to the Neolithic
period (6500-3000 BC), although the
exact date of its foundation is
unknown.

ARUCAD Archaeology and Art
History Department, which will start
education in the 2021-2022 Academic
Year, has started field work for the
past and future of Cyprus with two
important projects and is ready to
provide its students with the
opportunity to practice from the first
year.

Source (Turkish) :
Arkin University of Creative Arts
and Design (ARUCAD)

The "Auguste Rodin Collection",
which has been specially preserved
for years by Arkin University of
Creative Arts and Design (ARUCAD)
Founder Erbil Arkın, who is known
for his value to art and his significant
contributions, is once again meeting
with an art audience in Cyprus.

Auguste Rodin, the master of modern
sculpture, as well as the Rodin
Museum, has become a symbol of
Paris, his work is currently
represented in a special exhibition at

the Tate Gallery in London and as
well as being exhibited in many
important museums around the world,
his work is also now exhibited in
Northern Cyprus.

The "Auguste Rodin Collection",
which ARUCAD's Founder Erbil
Arkın has specially protected for
years, was opened for sharing with an
audience for the first time in 2017 due
to the establishment of Arkin
University of Creative Arts and
Design (ARUCAD) to contribute to

the creation of a vibrant art
environment in Northern Cyprus.

Auguste Rodin, the world-renowned
French sculptor who created countless
masterpieces, was born on 12th
November 1840 in Paris. The great
master of sculpture, Rodin is the
name which carried the deep-rooted
sculpture tradition of European art
from the romance of the 19th century
to the great art adventure of the
modern age. Among Rodin's best-
known works are sculptures such as
The Kiss, The Thinker, and Eternal
Idol.

Since 2017, Erbil Arkın has continued
to add new works to the Rodin
Collection. This collection, where 27
sculptures will be exhibited, will
introduce the art of sculpture to a
wide audience through the works of a
world master.

Our people will be able to visit this
world-famous collection, which could
not be officially opened due to
pandemic conditions, at THE ARKIN
RODIN COLLECTION GALLERY
by appointment.

THE ARKIN RODIN COLLECTION
GALLERY is located in The Clock
Tower, the head office of Arkin
Group in Kyrenia.

Gallery visiting hours and contact
information:

Visiting THE ARKIN RODIN
COLLECTION GALLERY is free.
Art lovers can visit the gallery by
making an appointment on 0392 650
11 11 within the framework of
pandemic rules. The gallery will be
open to visitors on weekdays and
weekends between 10:00 and 19:00.

Source (Turkish): Arkin University
of Creative Arts and Design
(ARUCAD)

Prof. Dr. Lâtife Sümmerer

Prof. Dr. Marko Kiessel

Arkin Rodin Collection Gallery opens for viewing by appointment
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Olive Cartoons Contest website updated
Girne Municipality has reopened
the "Olive Caricatures" website to
its followers.

The "Olive Caricatures" contest
organised by the Girne
Municipality in cooperation with
the Cyprus Turkish Cartoonists
Association every year as part of
the Olive Festival continues to
attract great attention at the
international level. In this context,
Girne Municipality, together with
the Cyprus Turkish Cartoonists
Association, updated the website
of the contest and presented it to
the cartoon lovers' impression.

The website, which is updated
with new data, includes the
conditions of participation, the
history of the contest, the cartoons
that have won awards from the
beginning, and the statements and
interviews of all the artists who
have been jury members in the
contest.

Girne Mayor Nidai Güngördü
made a statement on the subject
saying “The competition, which
has gained momentum with each
passing year, is mentioned in the
international arena. We believe
that the International Olive

Caricature Competition has begun
to make an important impact in the
world. The 2021 Participation
Specifications of the International
Olive Caricature Competition have
been shared on our website, which
states the conditions for submitting
work to the competition. I wish
success to all participants.

I believe that the art of cartoons
will serve world peace, love, and
tolerance, and we are giving very
important messages to the world
with the culture and art light
emanating from Girne. I say YES
to ART and pay my respects on
this path that will lead humanity
and us to peace, and that we will
walk with the tolerance that art
will give to us ”.

It is possible to submit works to
the competition, which will be
held for the 10th time this year, up
to 30th June 2021. Contest terms
can be accessed from the
announcements section on the link
shown below.

As it is known, despite all the
negativities of the Covid-19
pandemic, 289 artists from 62
countries participated in the
cartoon competition on Olive and
Free, held last year, with 887
works.

In addition, for the first time in the
contest, Mustafa Tozakı, an
important cartoon artist of our
country, won the 1st prize in the
free-themed section.

The other winners are Grand Prize
(Free Topic Section): Ali Rastroo
(Iran) 1.500 Euro + Golden Olive
Statue Olive Theme Section - First
Prize: Ayhan Alkan (United
Kingdom) 750 Euro + Golden
Olive Statue + Girne Municipality
Award; Second Prize: Elahe
Khoraman (Iran) Silver Olive
Statue + Cyprus Turkish
Cartoonists Association Award;
Third Prize: Zhaleh
Yoosefinezhad (Iran) Bronze
Olive Statue + Olive Festival
Award.

Free Themed Section - First Prize:
Mustafa Tozakı (Cyprus) 750 Euro
+ Golden Olive Statue + Girne
Mayor Special Prize; Second
Prize: Damir Novak (Croatia)
Silver Olive Sculpture + Olive
Humor Festival Award; Third
Prize: Grigoris Georgiou (Greece)
Bronze Olive Sculpture + Ramiz
Gökçe Special Prize.

Source (Turkish): Girne
Municipality

https://zeytinkarikaturleri.com

https://zeytinkarikaturleri.com
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220 Women applied to the Girne Cancer screening campaign
Girne Municipality cancer screening
campaign carried out by Dr Suat
Günsel Kyrenia University Hospital
and Near East University Hospital
during May attracted great attention.

In the statement made by the Girne
Municipality, as part of Mother's Day
Week between 3rd and 8th May, 220
women living in the Girne region took
advantage of the discount opportunity
with the cards they received from the
Girne Municipality Social Affairs
Branch, and started to make their
appointments and check in at the
cooperating hospitals.

In cooperation with Girne
Municipality, Near East University
Hospital and Dr. Suat Günsel
University of Kyrenia Hospital,
organised a cancer screening
campaign for all women living in
Girne for Mother's Day. Girne Mayor
Nidai Güngördü made a thank you
visit to Dr. Suat Günsel University of
Kyrenia Medical Faculty Hospital

where he met with Medical Faculty
Hospital Chief Physician Dr. Nail
Bulakbaşı and Near East University
and Girne University Board of
Trustees Memberships and Hospitals
Board Chairman Mehmet Soykurt.

Girne Mayor Nidai Güngördü said
the following in his statement on the
subject: “We found that our people
had difficulties in overcoming their
health problems during the pandemic
period. The Social Affairs Branch,
which we have established in our
municipality, works sensitively on this

issue. Considering the importance of
early diagnosis related to cancer, as a
result of our research, we collaborated
with Dr. Suat Günsel University of
Kyrenia Medical Faculty Hospital. For
the cooperation they have made due to
this cancer screening, which is carried
out for a very low fee, I would like to
thank the Dr. Suat Günsel Kyrenia
University Medical Faculty Hospital
officials, staff and everyone who
contributed”.

Dr. Suat Günsel University of Kyrenia
Medical Faculty Hospital Chief

Physician Prof. Dr. Nail Bulakbaşı
said: “Our aim was to perform routine
cancer screening for people who could
not leave their home during the
pandemic period or had to put their
health to a second plan. We aim to
screen about 220 women who applied
by the end of June. I would like to
thank the Girne Municipality for their
initiative and contribution in this
matter, and I hope we will complete
the program without any bad results
from the screenings”.

Source (Turkish) Girne
Municipality

Within the scope of environmental
cleaning awareness activities initiated
by the Environmental Protection
Department of the Ministry of
Tourism and Environment, a cleaning
awareness activity was held in 3
different regions simultaneously.

The Ministry of Tourism and
Environment Environmental
Protection Department, within the
framework of the TRNC Environment
Law, is providing the effective

administrative framework that points
to environmental threats and necessity
to achieve and implement the
measures to be taken against them,
encouraging sustainable development
and conducting in a more effective
monitoring, auditing, and controllable
structure. It continues environmental
cleaning campaigns, one of the
activities carried out to raise
awareness on environmental issues.

The Environmental Protection

Department of the Ministry of
Tourism and Environment, whose
main task is to audit environmental
sustainability, carried out cleaning
activities at 3 different points
simultaneously within the scope of
the cleaning works initiated in order
to raise awareness on environmental
cleaning.

While the staff of the Ministry of
Tourism and Environment,
Department of Environmental
Protection, Girne Unit and Alagadi
personnel carried out cleaning works
in the Alevkayası Picnic area, Lefke
and Güzelyurt Environmental
Protection Department personnel also
carried out a cleaning campaign on
the Gemikonağı coastline.

Another awareness cleaning activity
was carried out in the Boğaz picnic
area in cooperation with the staff of
the Ministry of Tourism and
Environment, Department of
Environmental Protection, Girne unit

and the staff of Alagadi and Girne
Municipality Cleaning Department.
253 garbage bags were collected from
the region in the cleaning event held
in the Boğaz Picnic area, where
construction equipment support was
also provided by the Girne
Municipality.

Source (Turkish): Ministry of
Tourism and Environment

3 region simultaneous environmental cleaning in the TRNC
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POLICE
Emergencies 155
General 228 3411
Girne 815 2125
Lefkosa 228 3311
Gazi Mağusa 366 5310
Guzelyurt 714 2140
Lapta 821 8512

FIRE
Emergencies 199
Forest Fire 177
Girne 815 2111
Lefkosa 227 1259
Gazi Mağusa 366 5389
Guzelyurt 714 2200

AMBULANCE
Emergencies 112

Page 27

HOSPITAL
Girne 8152266/815 2254
Lefkoşa 228 5441;
Gazi Mağusa 3662876/3665328
Güzelyurt 714 2125

ELECTRICITY
Electrical faults 188
Lefkoşa 225 3436
Girne 815 2223
Gazi Mağusa 366 5514
Güzelyurt 714 2122

WATER
Water problems:
Lefkoşa 228 3315
Girne 815 2118
Gazi Mağusa 366 4483
Güzelyurt 714 3516

Emergency Telephone Numbers
mobile numbers are prefixed 0533 or 0542 or 0548

landline numbers are prefixed 0392

Kyrenia Weather : 8-day Forecast

(from 5th June to 12th June 2021)

Forthcoming Events






